thyssenkrupp Industrial Solutions (India), as a part of its CSR initiatives has donated an Anesthesia Workstation to the Anesthesiology Department of Lokmanya Tilak Municipal General Hospital (LTMGH), Sion. The machine will be used at the Operation Theatre of the Trauma Care Centre by the Emergency Medical Services (EMS) of the Hospital. An Anesthesia Workstation integrates most of the components necessary for administration of anesthesia into a single unit. It accurately mixes anesthetic gases and vapours, provides patients with oxygen supply, and minimizes anesthesia-related risks to the patients and staff.

From Left to Right : Rtn. Rajendra Agarwal, Mrs. Kusuma Rao, President Rotary Club of Bombay Powai; Dr. Suleman Merchant, Dean, Dr. Bharathi Tendolkar, HOD - Anesthesiology Department, LTMGH Sion; Mr. Mandhania, District Governor - Rotary Club; Mr. P. D. Samudra, CEO & MD, Mr. N. R. Chitre, CFO & ED, thyssenkrupp Industrial Solutions (India); Dr. I. Dayasagar, Ex-President, Rotary Club of Bombay Powai...
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While handing over the Donor Agreement Mr. P. D. Samudra, CEO and Managing Director at tkIS India thanked the Hospital for giving tkIS India the opportunity to serve the Hospital though in a small way. ‘Your needs are tremendous, as you cater to lakhs of patients from the underprivileged sections of society annually; by comparison our contribution is relatively minimal, ‘ he said.

Dr. Suleman Merchant, Dean of the LTMG Hospital while acknowledging the donations, appreciated the gesture of tkIS India of going out of the way to help the healthcare sectors.
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The ceremony was graced by Dr. Avinash Supe, Director of Medical Education and Major BMC Hospitals and Mr. Gopal Rai Mandhania, District Governor, Rotary District 3141. Both appreciated the work tkIS India has been doing as part of its CSR initiatives since the Scheme was introduced.

Mr. N. R. Chitre, Chief Finance Officer and Executive Director at tkIS India expressed gratitude and happiness for being associated with LTMGH, Sion through this project.

Dr. Avinash Supe, Director of ME and MH; Rtn. Gopal Rai Mandhania, District Governor of Rotary District 3141; Mr. N. R. Chitre, CFO & ED addressing the audience…
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Dr. Bharathi Tendolkar, HOD of Anaesthesiology Department and coordinator for EMS was very happy to receive this donation for her department. ‘You have done us a great service,’ she said ‘This is a very critical and much-needed equipment for our Operations Theatres. Certainly this will be a boon for the serious and accident patients at the Trauma Care Centre of LTMG Hospital.

Mr. J. K. Joshi, General Manager – Proposals at tkIS India also thanked the team from Anesthesiology Department. ‘I am both very happy and proud to work on this project,’ he said.

The ceremony was concluded with the Vote of Thanks by Dr. Deepali Thakur, Associate Professor at Anesthesiology Department and in-charge of EMS.
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